
Social Influence

Automatic Mimicry

Some of our mimicry of other people is not by 

choice, but automatic:

 Contagious Yawning, as well as contagious 

arm folding, hand wringing, face rubbing…

 Adopting regional accents, grammar, and 

vocabulary

 Empathetic shifts in mood that fit the mood 

of the people around us

 Adopting coping styles of parents or peers, 

including violence, yelling, withdrawal.



 INFORMATIONAL  SOCIAL  INFLUENCE

 Influence resulting from one’s willingness to 

accept others’ opinions about reality.

 This happens when there is no obvious right 

answer so we look to others for information 

in order to be right.

1. Looking at the people around you in a posh 

restaurant to see what knife and fork to use

2. Putting on car lights in the evening 

when others start to do the same.
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 NORMATIVE  SOCIAL  INFLUENCE

 Influence resulting from a person’s desire to gain 

approval or avoid disapproval.

 This happens when we go along with the crowd 

because we want to be accepted or liked or 

because we want to avoid embarrassment or 

being ridiculed.

1. Smoking because others in your peer group 

smoke.

2. Dressing like your friends in order to fit in or 

avoid bullying.
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How powerful is this column in informing your decision?







 Asch (1951) found that participants would 

even give answers which they knew to be 

untrue, rather than ones which deviated from 

the views being expressed by others.

 The task in Asch’s studies involved judging 

which line from a set of three was the same 

length as a stimulus line; and it was clearly 

apparent what each correct answer was. 







 Subject is seated next to last

 In 12 of 18 trials confederates provide the 

wrong answer – DV is whether subject follows

 Ordinarily subjects make mistakes <1% of the 

time, in this experiment 37% of the time!

 Remember, this is in the absence of explicit 

rewards for conformity. 



 Size of group: as group size increases to 3 

others, conformity increases.  After that, little 

change

 Presence of one dissenter decreases conformity 

immensely

 If dissenter disagrees with both it still reduces 

conformity

 The more wrong the majority was, the less 

influence

 The greater the privacy, the less conformity

◦ Accuracy versus approval issue



 Aim - To investigate whether people conform to a majority’s 
incorrect answer in an unambiguous task. 

 Method – Participants in groups of 7 or 8, judged line lengths 
by saying out loud which comparison line (1, 2, or 3) matched 
the standard line. Each group had only one real participant, 
the others were confederates of the experimenter. Real 
participant always went last but one so had heard rest of the 
answers. Each participant did 18 trials, on 12 of these (the 
critical trials) the confederates all gave the wrong answer.

 Results – In control trials participants gave wrong answer 
0.7% of the time. In critical trials participants conformed to 
majority 37% of time. 75% conformed at least once. 
Afterwards, some said they didn’t believe their answers but 
didn’t want to look different. 

 Conclusion – Task was easy to get right (shown by control 
group). Fact that 37% were wrong on critical trials showed 
they conformed to fit in.

 Evaluation - supports normative social influence theory. Low 
ecological validity (an artificial task). 



1. Unanimity of the majority

2. Attraction to the group

3. Commitment to future interaction with 

the group

4. Level of competence relative to other 

group members



 Due to our upbringing in American culture, 

individuality has a certain allure

 But

◦ Another word for individualist is “deviant”

◦ Another word for conformist is “team player”

 Obviously, there are times where 

conformity, and obedience, are crucial

 Despite Hollywood’s depiction, research 

shows that the conformist is liked more.


